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FASTRefi Borrowers Acknowledgment, Undertaking and Payout Advice

Borrower(s) Name(s): Ms Sam Anthony Sarah and Mr William Howard

Security Address(es): 19 Test Avenue TESTVILLE VIC 3101 AU

OFI Loan Account Number(s): 193911 858393300

Payout Advice:

What you are required to do:

1. If the loan to be repaid is a fixed rate loan or is currently in a fixed rate period then you must provide us
with a written payout figure (this  includes the loan balance, early repayment fees and any other break
costs) on the letterhead or an email of your current lender(s).

2. If the loan to be repaid is not a fixed rate loan or is currently not in a fixed rate period, then you must
obtain the current balance for each  of the loans listed below and record the information in the space
provided. You must notify us if there are any break costs, such as early repayment or  deferred
establishment fees payable on any of these loans.

Note: Loan Balance(s) provided in the table below is to be no older than 1 day at the time you sign this form

Account 1 Account 2 Account 3

Current Lender name
[Anchor:97d5aa13-34d5-401f-bb12-69fad7b0bc1d|5432780|||Required()|||true|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:33186396-5b05-48b9-b91a-6d9d1ceb2491|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:a2aa39be-3eca-46d5-a6d4-cbe81ad9b9b4|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Loan Account Number
[Anchor:cf4a611a-9d0e-42ba-9679-63b3060fe0f4|5432780|||Required()|||true|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:d2c19f9f-5481-4b46-9c11-5892e404ae39|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:5177daaf-20c3-4b00-9af0-2562f479f149|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

BSB number
[Anchor:c752e27a-b410-409a-bbcd-c05b3782c258|5432780|||Required()|||true|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:a6f45e64-cebf-42ee-b4b8-d8eca1c3572f|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:113da616-2824-4974-85cf-04d894fb2edc|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text]

Type of Loan (Fixed Rate, 
Variable rate, Line of Credit, 
etc)

[Anchor:4a97ebb9-c7c4-4e6b-8982-5164f733970c|5432780|||Required()|||true|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:99102148-1503-4641-a68f-2a5bd2ded4f1|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:f9251527-18d7-49ef-9981-308b98d75893|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Please 
complete one 
amount

[Anchor:546b4a9b-eb08-4a23-9b31-155a2ac7b7c1|5432780|loanBalanceAmount||Required()||AmountType|true|20|20|0||TOPLEFT|||radio]

Loan 
Balance

[Anchor:f714d1e8-67f8-4170-89a6-25641bf99828|5432780||loanBalanceAmount|Required()|||true|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:078fb86a-f76a-4846-afd3-44f95e687b9b|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:2c663582-c39b-412a-bfb3-2bd0c54981d9|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

[Anchor:f7173fbf-d584-4660-aeb3-4b043c4f32e6|5432780|payoutFigureAmount||Required()||AmountType|true|20|20|0||TOPLEFT|||radio]

Payout 
Figure

[Anchor:73b2a639-c94a-4ce2-88c6-aaf4e8122d5c|5432780||payoutFigureAmount|Required()|||true|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:a2d5123f-e07d-4ced-ae32-219f0d844356|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:2c424c73-a428-4a01-944e-cfe3e118ca53|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Date Loan Balance or 
Payout Figure obtained

[Anchor:2a5216d1-ea25-4ea5-9645-9877c41d7f8b|5432780|||Required()|||true|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker] [Anchor:f0d61dac-6709-4129-87de-28751e709141|5432780|||Required()|||false|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker] [Anchor:32fdcb31-806f-4a76-bdb3-48b5d1979172|5432780|||Required()|||false|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker]
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Account 4 Account 5 Account 6

Current Lender name
[Anchor:cddd15ae-c75b-4e1a-aefc-57e326dfbb47|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:0bc90731-354a-44fa-a87b-03b53e65313c|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:ccb0ae99-c3fb-4160-b226-d0c5ab0e9eb8|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Loan Account Number
[Anchor:16ae4d6c-383b-48bb-bbce-cfb0cebe7a97|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:1bc108d4-d664-4aa6-ad4e-4701ae2a1d43|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:399be8c4-6f04-4af1-b949-79764e4fff04|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

BSB number
[Anchor:81654a6f-af54-46fe-a2f5-8d33af663833|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:a50c1d76-6c76-4157-b86a-933851f9e3e7|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:a3f0124a-4367-4239-8aa7-0431d97bbd19|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|6||TOPLEFT|||text]

Type of Loan (Fixed Rate, 
Variable rate, Line of Credit, 
etc)

[Anchor:c1bd87b4-f258-446e-8881-236c6d2649fb|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:2133d46e-3223-4594-b588-642672de0085|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:ded20dd5-0bc0-4e74-80af-fdac0171a28a|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Please 
complete one 
amount

Loan 
Balance

[Anchor:cb1091d6-939d-44ba-a983-3c56c092c41c|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:b8a4a0ee-c29b-4937-a9c4-6b214dd30761|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:0624a073-aa00-479c-bf4e-4acae00c710c|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Payout 
Figure

[Anchor:ccb0287b-996e-4cc9-87bb-04edfea5bf80|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:f93668d7-dbbd-4cf2-a397-7f227ca77cdb|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text] [Anchor:79dc88f5-494b-4041-9c0e-d1a4c610e420|5432780|||Required()|||false|150|30|0||TOPLEFT|||text]

Date Loan Balance or 
Payout Figure obtained

[Anchor:b1389881-0eae-4f3c-a843-df4195cfc7c9|5432780|||Required()|||false|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker] [Anchor:4c753c79-880d-4b62-ab24-892cd599ce9d|5432780|||Required()|||false|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker] [Anchor:bf127f37-e9ac-4190-b45c-32258d2dac4b|5432780|||Required()|||false|100|30|0||TOPLEFT|||datepicker]

The loans shown above are those debts you have told us are to be refinanced and paid out by the loan we 
are providing you.

IMPORTANT

You must ensure that on the above table you disclose to us all other debts, linked and contingent liabilities 
such as Bank Guarantees or Overdrafts, that are linked (related) or secured by the mortgage(s) over the 
above security property(s) to be discharged. The details of the other debts not secured by the above 
mortgage should be attached on a separate sheet  in the same format as the above table.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your current lender(s) does not require these other debts to be 
repaid and closed in order to release the mortgage(s) over the above security property(s). Failure to 
obtain this confirmation  may prolong the completion of your refinance, as you will be required to 
payout any such debts to enable the release of the mortgage and this may leave you exposed to 
interest charges with both your current lender and Bank Limited.
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Borrower's Acknowledgment and Undertaking to Bank Limited

1. I acknowledge that this Borrower’s Acknowledgement, Undertaking and Payout Advice relates to the re-
financing of my loan(s) from my current lender(s) to Bank Limited under the First Title FASTRefi®

settlement process. I also acknowledge that Bank Limited and First Title
("the Insurer") are relying on the terms  and conditions, acknowledgments and representations contained
in this document and the relevant loan agreement with HSBC Bank Australia Limited in providing me
with funding to refinance my loan(s) secured by mortgage  or otherwise over the Security Property(s)
and to title insure the transaction. Accordingly, I have made sure that I have carefully read, completed
and agreed to the terms and conditions set out in this Borrower's Acknowledgment and Undertaking
before signing it.

2. I declare that I have obtained details from my current lender/s advising me of the amount required to pay
out my current loan(s) (including other obligations secured by Guarantee or Mortgage) over the Security
Property(s)).  The details of my current loan(s) secured by the mortgage(s) over the security property(s)
are provided in the completed table on page 1 of this form or attached separately.

3. I declare that I have disclosed all related debts or contingent liabilities (including Bank
Guarantees and Overdrafts) secured by the mortgage(s) over the Security Property(s), and
acknowledge and agree that failure to do so may prolong the completion of my refinance and that I will
payout any undisclosed debts or liabilities to  enable the release of the mortgage as requested by Bank
Limited or First Title.

4. I understand that if additional funds are required to release the mortgage(s) in relation to my current
loan(s) or any additional loan(s) or liabilities secured by the mortgage(s), I will immediately pay this
money to the  current Lender/s when asked to do so by Bank Limited or First Title.

5. I understand that Bank Limited and First Title will rely on the loan balance or payout figure details 
provided by me together with the information contained herein to calculate  the final payout figure for all 
my current loans.

6. I understand that, to reduce the chance of there being any shortfall, the final payout figure calculated by
Bank Limited for each loan to be discharged and which will be  paid by Bank Limited to my current
lenders will comprise of: the current loan balance, accrued interest, one month’s average repayment, an
estimated discharge fee, plus a  further buffer of $500.

7. I acknowledge and agree that:

a. in order for my loan to be processed under the FASTRefi® settlement process, which generally
results in a faster settlement of the loan than the Bank’s standard refinance  process, the
amount of my loan with the Bank is to include a buffer to estimate the required refinance
amount;

b. I require a faster settlement of my loan in line with the FASTRefi® settlement process and the
loan amount required in order to be able to meet this requirement; and

c. if there are any surplus funds after repaying all loans, I will need to seek refund of these funds
from my current lender/s.

8. I confirm that I will continue to make the required repayments for all my current loans to the current
lender/s until they have been paid out in full by Bank Limited.

9. I agree that Bank Limited is to secure the sum that it applies to pay out my current loans and any further
lending I have agreed with Bank Limited, by a first registered mortgage over the Security Property.
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10. In consideration of Bank Limited paying out the Total Loans, I irrevocably authorise Bank Limited and
First Title to hold and have possession and  custody of the Certificate
(s) of Title, Discharge(s) of Mortgage and other security documents relevant to the Security Property(s)
('Title Documents') and to obtain the Title Documents directly from the current lender(s).

11. I declare that I will assist Bank Limited and First Title to obtain the Title Documents in relation to the
Security Property(s), including signing any authorities and letters required from the current lender/s and
immediately providing any additional information requested  from me. I understand that the mortgage(s),
which secures the current loan(s), will be discharged when the current loan(s) are repaid in full. If I
receive the Certificate of Title(s) and/or Discharge(s) of Mortgage from the current lenders I agree to
forward them immediately to Bank Limited, as requested and not to otherwise deal with the Certificate(s)
of Title. I acknowledge that Bank Limited or First Title may lodge a Caveat on the title to the security
property(s) pending receipt of the said Certificate(s) of Title.

12. I declare that from the date of this acknowledgment and undertaking, I will not make or accept further
drawings against any of the above-mentioned loan accounts (including accessing any redraw or
available funds from my  Line of Credit facility and cancelling all direct debits) and that I have not written
and will not write any cheques that remain un-presented that will increase the outstanding loan balance
(s) or payout amount(s).  I further declare that where there are other debts secured by the mortgage(s), I
will not increase those debts.

13. I acknowledge that Bank Limited will disclose personal information about me and my home loan to the
Insurer in order to establish, maintain and manage the title insurance provided to Bank Limited by the
Insurer.

14. I declare that by signing this document I have read, understood and agree to the above terms and
conditions and acknowledge my obligations therein.

[Anchor:4001ee5e-3f6a-4703-976e-3116dc542f2e|5432780|||Required()|||true|300|33|0||TOPLEFT|||signature]

Signature of Sam Anthony Sarah
[Anchor:80130297-ffef-4b2d-8f40-5df6c4401a4b|5432780|||Required()|||true|300|33|0||TOPLEFT|||date]

Date

[Anchor:372ed6dd-0a99-4f56-8b9f-54817e0fd820|5432781|||Required()|||true|300|33|0||TOPLEFT|||signature]

Signature of William Howard
[Anchor:c22c14f0-fcf7-4fc2-a8ab-57d66420b4b0|5432781|||Required()|||true|300|33|0||TOPLEFT|||date]

Date




